Abstract-In the last decades, the web has experienced a quantitative explosion of digital data handled by companies or organizations, prompting web users to switch to NoSQL system dedicated to Big Data in order to support large web sites destined for a very big audience due to the scalability and high availability of this system. In the other hand, the semantic web technologies has emerged with their considerable performance in data management by giving the web information a well-defined meaning, and allowing machines to intelligently access to different data sources. However, there is no bridge or an open extension toward these two systems; in addition, each NoSQL database has its own query language and does not support the standards of other systems (such as semantic web). All these reasons have motivated us to operate in this topic in order to unify the NoSQL query language and contribute in the interoperability of the both world with a specific focus on MongoDB as the most used NoSQL document oriented database by proposing the first provably semantic preserving algorithm named Mongo2SPARQL which transform MongoDB query language queries to its equivalent SPARQL ones based on the grammar of both languages.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, the volume of data handled on the web is increasing day after day with a dizzying speed. In addition, the increasing computerization of this data processing implies an exponential multiplication of the data volume that can come from various sources such as: social networks, medical databases, telephone operators, economic data, scientific data, national agencies of territory defense and others; this big quantity of data makes its management and processing a real challenge that overtakes capacities of the traditional and classic databases engines. All these reasons led web users to switch to other technologies offering more robust database management systems dedicated specially for Big Data; we quote as example NoSQL and Semantic Web which represent the subject of this paper.
The popularity of NoSQL system is due to its performance in managing unstructured data and supporting dynamic schema design offering to web users a high flexibility and scalability. We distinguish four categories of NoSQL databases [14] with different architectural characteristics: keyvalue databases, graph databases, column databases and document databases. However, each NoSQL database has its own query language and does not support the standards of other systems that marked the web such as semantic web world [10] aiming to exploit the full web potential and permit machines to work with people in cooperation and access intelligently to different data sources. It is based on the standards and protocols of current web (http, URI and XML) and its own standards: Web Ontology Language OWL [12] for creating structured ontologies, query language SPARQL [13] for querying data from RDF graphs (Resource Description Framework) [11] characterized by a simple and powerful structure of triples (Subject-Predicate-Object) making semantic data very similar to human language. All these reasons have motivated us to contribute in the interoperability between this two heterogeneous and powerful world by establishing a suitable bridge to query RDF data with NoSQL query languages (in this paper, we will focus on MongoDB as the most popular one) in order to help businesses to take the better decisions based on a maximum of data regardless of its source.
Therefore, several researchers have been made to bridge the gap between this two systems but all existing approaches are interested to the mapping direction of semantic web to MongoDB. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work which investigates the reverse direction by developing an efficient conversion query algorithm named Mongo2SPARQL transforming each component of MongoDB queries to its semantically equivalent SPARQL ones without physical transformation of data. The remainder of this paper is structured as follow: Section II exposes some existing related works in this topic. Section III introduces the context of this work by comparing NoSQL and Semantic Web systems as well as describing the query language grammar of each one.
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II. RELATED WORKS
Recently, several researches focus on mapping data, models, concepts, and queries from the existing data source content to NoSQL world. The majority of these researches are interested much more to relational systems than others; many approaches have been proposed about this mapping direction, such as: NoSQLayer [7] and others [8, 9] .
Regarding the semantic web data source which represents the subject of this paper, all approaches proposed in order to bridge the gap between this latter and NoSQL database (MongoDB) are interested much more to the mapping direction of semantic web to MongoDB; we quote for instance: the paper [5] that proposes a query translation solution from SPARQL to query languages of the NoSQL sources considered in this work (MongoDB as a document database and Cassandra as a column family store). This transformation is realized based on an intermediate query language named Bridge Query Language (BQL). The authors in [4] have proposed a basic approach that aims to handle document-oriented database as a triple store; they proposed an idea of mapping algorithm that translate SPARQL to Mongo Query Language taking into account single/multiple/optional pattern(s), literals, regex function of regular expressions, numeric values and distinct/alternative matching. The work described in [6] proposes a method to access arbitrary MongoDB JSON documents with SPARQL using custom mappings described in the xR2RML mapping language.
Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first work which investigates the reverse direction i.e. to look at RDF through NoSQL lenses by developing an efficient algorithm transforming MongoDB queries to SPARQL ones semantically equivalents in order to facilitate the triple stores data access to NoSQL users.
III. PRELIMINARIES

A. NoSQL vs. Semantic Web
At first glance, both NoSQL and Semantic Web technologies appear similar on several points, we quote as examples:
 The adoption of Non-SQL queries concept,  The use of JSON format for serialization,  The abandonment of the famous storage unit that is a table. Indeed, the semantic web uses RDF model to represent data as a graph. In addition, some NoSQL stores use graphs (Neo4j [15] ), others use tuple stores (Riak [16] ) and others uses document stores (MongoDB).
However, these two systems tend to have divergent aims. In fact, NoSQL systems focus on response to specific needs and pointed problems related to data distribution, performance and scalability, in addition, standards and interoperability have not an important interest. On the other hand, the major goal of semantic web is to connect the world's data and ensure better interoperability between different systems.
B. Query Languages Grammar
In this section, we will describe the query languages treated by our approach: a MongoDB Query Language designed for managing data in a MongoDB (documentoriented database) and a query language for RDF data (SPARQL) designed to query RDF in order to represent the concepts of each language via its own grammar.
1) MongoDB Query Language Grammar:
MongoDB is an open-source document-oriented database that provides a high performance, availability and automatic scaling. It can manipulate structured objects in the BSON format (binary JSON) without predetermined schema. The data is stored in BSON documents as a list of elements which are composed of field, type and value; these documents are saved themselves in collections, and each collection can contain any number of documents. The collections are comparable to the tables, and documents to records in relational databases. The fields of a MongoDB record are different from one record to another in the same collection, the only mandatory and common field is the primary key field ("_id"). Fields value of these documents may include other documents, tables, or even arrays of documents. The MongoDB database has its own query language named MongoDB Query Language. The db.collection.find() method treated in this work selects documents from collection and returns a cursor to documents matching to query criteria. This method takes as input two parameters: (a) selection criteria that we can omit or put an empty document, (b) projection parameters specifying the returned fields without forgetting the possibility of omitting this parameter so as to return all fields in the matching document.
Based on the MongoDB manual 3.2 [3] (the latest version at the time of writing this paper), more precisely, the Mongo Shell which is an interactive JavaScript interface to MongoDB used to query and update data, we have established a grammar describing the concrete syntax of MongoDB query language as follow: Query = find_query find_query = basic_query | sort_query | limit_query | mix_query 2) SPARQL Grammar: The SPARQL is a recursive acronym for SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language. As its name indicates, SPARQL is both a protocol and query language that is able to manipulate data stored in RDF (Resource Description Framework) format. It is considered as a standard and one of the key technologies of the semantic web [1] . In addition, SPARQL contains capabilities for querying required and optional graph patterns along with their conjunctions and disjunctions [2] which indicates that this famous language is based on the graph pattern concept in the selection of data (RDF triples) from RDF source. In order to carry out this mapping approach and establish an efficient algorithm, we have defined a grammar of the target language describing the SPARQL concrete syntax. The SelectQuery consists of the SelectClause identifies the variables to appear in the results, and the WhereClause consists, in its turn, of GroupGraphPattern that identifies a set of GraphPattern which can be represented in multiple forms. In this paper, we are interested by:
 FilterPattern: used to filter a set of objects using a various criteria and requirements. The filter expressions can be combined through the logical operations so as to form more complex filter.  TripleSameSubject: includes a subject and associated properties.
IV. RESEARCH ARCHITECTURE AND ALGORITHM
In this section, we present a global view of our approach via an architecture of the proposed system; then, we will describe in detail each component of this later constructed based on the semantic correspondence, presented in Table 1 , between MongoDB and SPARQL.
The proposed architecture as shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the different steps that guarantee the interoperability between MongoDB and Triple stores. Our system is composed of five components: 
A. Query Analyser and Corrector
This component aims to scan and analyze MQL query so as to check syntactic errors and correct them before starting the mapping process.
B. Constract Sparql SELECT Clause
The component takes as input a MongoDB query projection indicating the fields which will appear in the query result as illustrated in Fig. 2 . It glances through the projection list so as to extract from each element the field label and field parameter in order to verify a value of the latter one. In fact, field parameter indicates the presence (if it is equal to 1) or the absence (if it is equal to 0) of this field in the SELECT clause of the equivalent SPARQL query. If the projection clause is NULL then the select's value is (*). 
C. Constract Sparql WHERE clause
As described in Fig. 3 , this component takes as input a MongoDB query criteria so as to return at the end the SPARQL WHERE clause. Firstly, this algorithm glances through this list of criteria so as to extract from each element the field label and field criteria, and then it defines the subject of this iteration. Next it constructs the triple(s) pattern(s) and filter clause. Indeed, in this case, we construct at first the triple pattern by concatenating the current subject, predicate and object of the current iteration, then we verify if the field criteria's type is a value, therefore the filter constraint expression is written as Object = Field Criteria, else if field criteria's type is a condition then the filter constraint expression is written in the form of {Object Op Value} with Op denotes an operator such as =, !=, >, >=, <, <=. Still remaining in the loop, the algorithm verifies if the filterConst variable (denotes Filter Constraint) is not empty in order to treat the SPARQL FILTER clause. At the end, this previous results is concatenating in order to form a WHERE clause constituted of a basic graph pattern only if the filterConst variable is empty or a basic graph pattern and filter clause in the opposite case.
Input: A MongoDB query criteria, C Output: A SPARQL WHERE Clause, where Begin where, TP, subject, predicate, object, filterConst, field, field_criteria = ""; filter = "FILTER("; cpt = 0;
.getFieldCriteria(); if (field = "_id") then subject = field_criteria; else subject = "?s"; end if // Construct SPARQLWhere Clause components if (field.type() = simpleField) then predicate = field; object = "?"+field TP += subject + "" + predicate + "" + object if (field_criteria.isValue() = true) then filterConst = object + "=" + field_criteria; else if (field_criteria.isCondition() = true) then operator = field_criteria.operator(); value = field_criteria.value(); if (operator = "$gt") then filterConst = object + ">" + value; else if (operator = "$gte") then filterConst = object + ">=" + value; else if (operator = "$lt") then filterConst = object + "<" + value; else if (operator = "$lte") then filterConst = object + "<=" + value; else if (operator = "$eq") then filterConst = object + "=" + value; else if (operator = "$ne") then 
D. Constract Sparql ORDER BY clause
The current component, as illustrated in Fig. 4 , takes as input a MongoDB query sort criteria (Field:Order) that aims to specify ascending (if Order variable equals to 1) or descending (if Order variable equals to 1) sort on the current field so as to return at the end of this algorithm a SPARQL ORDER BY clause. In fact, it extracts the sort criteria parameters and verifies the order value; if it is equal to 1 then the SPARQL ORDER BY clause is written as ORDER BY ASC(?field), else if it is equal to -1 then the SPARQL ORDER BY clause is written as ORDER BY DESC(?field).
Input: A MongoDB query sort criteria, S Output: A SPARQL ORDER BY Clause, orderBy Begin orderBy = "ORDER BY "; field = S.getField(); order = S.getOrderValue(); if (order = 1) then orderBy += "ASC" + "(" + "?" + field + ")"; else if (order = -1) then orderBy += "DESC" + "(" + "?" + field + ")"; end if return orderBy End Algorithm 
E. Query Mapping
The Query Mapping, illustrated in Fig. 5 , is the main component of our system; it takes as input a MongoDB query so as to return at the end of treatments the SPARQL equivalent query. Firstly, this procedure starts with an initialization of output query elements (SELECT and WHERE clauses) on one hand, and the generation of the input query conversion tree by using the parse function. Regardless of the input query type, the SPARQL SELECT clause equal to "*" if the projection of input query is empty else its value is generated by the ConstructSparqlSELECTclause subprocedure, and the SPARQL WHERE clause is constructed by the sub-procedure ConstructSparqlWHEREclause. If the input query type is "basic_query" then the output query is obtained by concatenating the SELECT and WHERE clause, else if the type is "sort_query" then we obtain the output query by concatenating the SPARQL SELECT and WHERE clause in addition to the keyword "ORDER BY" and its parameter generated by ConstractSparqlORDERBYclause subprocedure. Likewise, if the type is "limit_query" then the output equivalent query is composed by SELECT and WHERE clause concatenating with the keyword "LIMIT" and its parameter obtained from the parse tree. In the case where the type is "mix_query", the output query will composed of SELECT and WHERE clause concatenated with ORDER BY and LIMIT clause. In order to bridge the gap between NoSQL world and Semantic web world, we have established in this paper the first approach allowing to look at RDF stores trough MongoDB lenses by elaborating an efficient conversion query algorithm named Mongo2SPARQL that transform each component of find, sort and limit MongoDB query methods to its equivalents in SPARQL language based on the grammar describing the syntax of each one.
One obvious extension of our research is to enhance our algorithm so as to support more MongoDB collection query types of find method such as findAndModify, findOne, findOneAndDelete, findOneAndReplace and findOneAndUpdate. Another promise about our future works is to elaborate the same conversion approach for other databases oriented document such as CouchDB.
